
June 23rd, 2023

To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Dalton Fowler and I am the engineering teacher at Burlington Township High

School; It’s my pleasure to write to you today to recommend Cooper Sheridan for your program of study.

I would like to elaborate on the experiences I have had working with Cooper, and how I believe he

exemplifies values becoming of a young educational professional. I have no doubt that he will rise to the

rigorous expectations of your program, and stand out as a dedicated student.

I worked with Cooper in an introductory engineering course at Burlington Township High School

during the spring 2023 semester. I was immediately impressed with Cooper’s ability to think critically and

break down complex problems into manageable tasks. His attention to detail and maturity when

approaching group assignments made him an asset on any team, and the resulting projects he helped

design were more successful as a result of his contributions. Through careful planning and redesigns over

many class periods, Cooper’s phone stand design project was one such stand out solution. With carefully

prototyped parts and clever features, his designed solution exceeded expectations and the requirements for

the project. I firmly believe Cooper has a bright future as an aspiring engineer.

In just the year I worked with Cooper he has shown considerable leadership development and has

truly grown into himself. Cooper’s work ethic and a dedication to seeing a project through lead to his

group repeatedly completing projects ahead of other groups, with greater results. Cooper is a natural team

player and often volunteered to take on tasks within a team others didn’t want to do. Given the

opportunity, I know he will prove to be a positive role model for those around him, and continue to

demonstrate how truly deserving he is of this recommendation.

Without a doubt, I confidently recommend Cooper Sheridan for your program. Please feel free to

contact me at dfowler@burltwpsch.org should you like to discuss Cooper’s qualifications and experience

further. I would be happy to expand on my recommendation.

Regards,

Mr. Dalton Fowler, Engineering Teacher

Burlington Township High School

609-387-1713 ext. 6728
dfowler@burltwpsch.org

THEMORE OUR SPIRITS RISE, THE HIGHER OUR FALCON FLIES
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